Abstract. The main object of this paper is to show how we can use classical probabilistic methods such as Maximum Entropy (ME), maximum likelihood (ML) and/or Bayesian (BAYES) approaches to do microscopic and macroscopic data fusion. Actually ME can be used to assign a probability law to an unknown quantity when we have macroscopic data (expectations) on it. ML can be used to estimate the parameters of a probability law when we have microscopic data (direct observation). BAYES can be used to update a prior probability law when we have microscopic data through the likelihood. When we have both microscopic and macroscopic data we can use first ME to assign a prior and then use BAYES to update it to the posterior law thus doing the desired data fusion. However, in practical data fusion applications, we may still need some engineering feeling to propose realistic data fusion solutions. Some simple examples in sensor data fusion and image reconstruction using different kind of data are presented to illustrate these ideas.
Introduction
Data fusion is one of the active area of research in many applications such as non destructive testing (NDT), geophysical imaging, medical imaging, radio-astronomy, etc. Our main object in this paper is not to focus on any of these applications. Indeed, we want to show how we can use classical probabilistic methods such as Maximum Entropy (ME), maximum likelihood (ML) and/or Bayesian (BAYES) approaches to do data fusion.
First, we consider these three methods separately, and we describe briefly each method. Then we will see some interrelations between them.
We will see that ME can be used to assign a probability law to an unknown quantity X when we have macroscopic data (expectations) on it. ML can be used when we have assigned a parametric probability law, before getting the data, on X and we want to estimate this parameter from some microscopic data (samples of X). BAYES can be used to update probability laws, going from priors to posteriors.
When we have both microscopic and macroscopic data we can use first ME to assign a prior and then use BAYES to update it to the posterior law, doing thus the desired data fusion. In practical data fusion applications, however, we may still need some engineering feeling to propose realistic data fusion solutions.
2. Short description of the methods 2.1. Maximum Entropy (ME) ME can be used to assign a probability law to an unknown quantity when we have macroscopic data (expectations) on it. To see this let note by X a quantity of interest and try to see when and how we can use ME. We do this through a given problem.
Problem P1:
We have L sensors giving us L values {µ l , l = 1, . . . , L}, representing the mean values of L known functions {φ l (X), l = 1, . . . , L} related to the unknown X:
The question is then how to represent our partial knowledge of X by a probability law. Obviously, this problem has not a unique solution. Actually these data define a class of possible solutions and we need a criterion to select one of them. The ME principle can give us this criterion and the problem then becomes:
The solution is given by
where
is the partition function and {θ 1 , . . . , θ l } are determined by the following system of equations:
See [1, 2] for more discussions.
Maximum Likelihood (ML)
Problem P2: Assume now that we have a parametric form of the probability law p(x; θ) and a sensor gives us N values x = [x 1 , . . . , x N ] of X. How to determine the parameters θ? Two classical methods for solving this problem are:
The main idea is to write a set of equations (at least L) relating the theoretical and empirical moments, and solve them to obtain the solution:
− Maximum Likelihood (ML): Here, the main idea is to consider the data as N samples of X. Then, writing the expression of p(x; θ) and considering it as a function of θ, the ML solution is defined as
It is interesting to note that, in the case of the generalized exponential families:
we have
Then, it is easy to see that the ML solution is the solution of the following system of equations:
Comparing equations (4) & (9), we can remark an interesting relation between these two methods. See also [3] for more discussions.
ML and incomplete data: EM Algorithm
Problem P3: Consider the problem P2, but now assume that the sensor gives us M values y = [y 1 , . . . , y M ] related to the N samples x = [x 1 , . . . , x N ] of X by a non invertible relation, y = Ax with M < N . How to determine θ ? The solution here is still based on the ML. The only difference is the way to calculate the solution. In fact we can write
Taking the expectation of both sides for a given value of θ = thetab ′ , we have
or written differently:
Note that for a given θ ′ and for all θ we have
Now, using the Jensen's inequality [4] 
an iterative algorithm, known as Expectation-Maximization (EM), is derived:
This algorithm insures to converge to a local maximum of the likelihood. It is interesting to see that in the case of the generalized exponential families (7), the algorithm becomes:
Step E:
Step M:
Compare this last equation with those of (4) and (9) to see still some relations between ME, ML and the EM algorithms.
Problem P4: Consider now the same problem P3 where we want to estimate not only θ but also x. We can still use the EM algorithm with the following modification:
Bayesian Approach
Problem P5: Consider again problems P3 or P4 but now assume that the observations y are corrupted by noise: y = Ax + b.
The main tool here is the Bayesian approach where, we use the data-unknown relation and the noise probability distribution to define the likelihood p(y|x; θ 1 ) = p b (y − Ax; θ 1 ) and combine it with the prior p(x; θ 2 ) through the Bayes' rule to obtain the posterior law
The posterior law p(x|y; θ 1 , θ 2 ) contains all the information available on x. We can then use it to make any inference on x. We can for example define the following point estimators:
− Maximum a posteriori (MAP):
− Posterior Mean (PM):
− Marginal Posterior Modes (MPM):
However, in practice, we face two great difficulties: − How to assign the probability laws p(y|x; θ 1 ) and p(x; θ 2 )? − How to determine the parameters θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 )?
For the first we can use either the ME principle when possible, or any other invariance properties combined with some practical, scientific or engineering sense reasoning. For the second, there are more specific tools, all based on the joint posterior probability law
The following are some known schemes:
• Joint Maximum a posteriori (JMAP):
An analytic expression for p(y; θ) is rarely possible. Consequently, considering [y, x] as the complete data and y as the incomplete data, we can use the EM algorithm to obtain the following scheme:
Data fusion
In this section we consider some simple data fusion problems and analysis the way we can use the previous schemes to solve them.
Sensors without noise
Problem P6: The sensor C1 gives N samples x a = {x 1 , . . . , x N } of X and stops. The sensor C2 gives M samples y b = {y 1 , . . . , y M } related to x by y = Ax + b. We are asked to predict the unobserved samples
We can propose the following solutions: − Use x a to estimate θ, the parameters of p(x; θ) and use it then to estimate x b from y b :
− Use both x a and y b to estimate x b :
Fusion of homogeneous data
Problem P7: We have two types of data on the same unknown x, both related to it through linear models:
For example, consider an X ray tomography problem where x represents the mass density of the object and where y and z represent respectively a high resolution projection and a low resolution projection.
We can use directly the Bayesian approach to solve this problem:
Actually the main difficulty here is to assign p(y, z|x). If we assume that the errors associated to the two sets of data are independent then the calculation can be done more easily. For the purpose of illustration assume the following:
Indeed, assume that the hyper-parameters (σ
, m, Σ) are given. Then we can use, for example, the MAP estimate, given by:
However, in practical applications, the data come from different processes.
Real data fusion problems
Consider a more realistic data fusion problem, where we have two different kinds of data. As an example assume a tomographic image reconstruction problem where we have a set of data y obtained by an X ray and a set of data z obtained by an ultrasound probing system. The X ray data are related to the mass density x of the matter while the ultrasound data are related to the acoustic reflectivity r of the matter. Indeed, assume that, we have linear relations, both between y and x and between z and r. Then we have:
Assuming that the two sets of data are independant, we can again use the Bayes rule which now becomes
Here also the main difficulty is the assignment of the probability laws p(y|x), p(z|r), and more specifically p(x, r).
Actually if we could find a mathematical relation between r and x, then the problem would become the same as in the preceding case. To see this, assume that we can find a relation such as r j = g(x i+1 − x i ) with g a monotonic increasing function, from some physical reasons. For example, the fact that in the area where there are some important changes in the mass density of the matter both x and r change. Indeed, if g could be a linear function (an unrealistic hypothesis) then we would have
For more realistic cases we need a method which does not use a physically based explicit expression of g. One approach proposed and used by Gautier et al. [5, 6, 7, 8] is based on a compound Markovian model where the body object o is assumed to be composed of three related quantities:
where q is a binary vector representing the positions of the discontinuities (edges) in the body, a a vector containing the reflectivity values such that
and g is any monotonic increasing function. With this model we can write
and using the Bayes rule, we have p(x, a, q|y, z) ∝ p(y, z|x, a, q) p(x, a, q) = p(y, z|x, a, q) p(x|a, q) p(a|q) p(q)
We illustrate this approach by making the following assumptions:
− Conditional independence of y and z: p(y, z|x, a, q) = p(y|x)p(z|a)
− Gaussian laws for b 1 and b 2 p(y|x; σ
− Gaussian law for a|q:
Then, based on
we can propose the following schemes: − Simultaneous estimation of all the unknowns with the joint MAP estimation (JMAP):
− First estimate the positions of the discontinuities q and then use them to estimate x and a :
− First estimate the positions of the discontinuities q using only z and then use them to estimate x and a :
− First estimate q and a using only z and then use them to estimate x:
( q, a) = arg max q,a {p(q, a|z)} x = arg max x {p(x|y, a, q)} z → This last optimization is still too difficult to do due to the presence of q and x together. An easier solution is given below.
